### Architectural Keynotes

#### 1. Corrosion
- Corrosion on door, replace inkind.
- Corrosion on door frame, replace see detail 1 on ODM 121-4-503.
- Corrosion on door closer, replace inkind.
- Corrosion on weld, replace inkind.
- Corrosion on pipe guard, replace inkind.
- Corrosion on pipe, replace inkind.
- Corrosion on grout, replace inkind.
- Corrosion on joint, replace inkind.
- Corrosion on flashing, replace see detail 3 on ODM 121-4-503.

#### 2. Impact Damage/Dislodged/Misaligned
- Impact damage to door, replace inkind.
- Impact damage to pipe guard, replace inkind.
- Impact damage to pipe, replace inkind.
- Impact damage to grout, replace inkind.
- Impact damage to joint, replace inkind.
- Impact damage to flashing, replace inkind.

#### 3. Detached/Damaged
- Detached, replace inkind.
- Damaged, replace inkind.
- Damaged, replace see detail 1 on ODM 121-4-503.
- Damaged, replace see detail 2 on ODM 121-4-503.

#### 4. Chipped/Peeling Paint on Elements
- Chipped/Peeling paint on door, replace inkind.
- Chipped/Peeling paint on pipe guard, replace inkind.
- Chipped/Peeling paint on pipe, replace inkind.
- Chipped/Peeling paint on grout, replace inkind.
- Chipped/Peeling paint on joint, replace inkind.
- Chipped/Peeling paint on flashing, replace inkind.

#### 5. Faded/Scratched Paint on Surfaces
- Faded/Scratched paint on door, replace inkind.
- Faded/Scratched paint on pipe guard, replace inkind.
- Faded/Scratched paint on pipe, replace inkind.
- Faded/Scratched paint on grout, replace inkind.
- Faded/Scratched paint on joint, replace inkind.
- Faded/Scratched paint on flashing, replace inkind.

#### 6. Damaged Sealant
- Damaged sealant, replace inkind.

#### 7. Missing Elements
- Missing elements, replace inkind.

#### 8. Stained/Vandalized/Worn Out
- Stained/Peeling paint, replace inkind.
- Vandalized/Peeling paint, replace inkind.
- Worn out/Peeling paint, replace inkind.

#### 9. Miscellaneous
- Part of item not shown, as required.
- Plant Equipment, replace as required.
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 thoughtful reading of the profession's code of ethics.
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DRAWING NOTES:
1. See Drawing A12-A-109 for the list of key notes.
2. See metric notes on back of sheet for metric conversion.
3. See specification sheets for the list of materials.
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